
Designed to optimize the performance of your software on hardware, 

the bulk of MBX engineering services come standard with your hardware program and are 
available through both our Chicagoland headquarters and MBX San Jose. (Our engineers will 
also take on more complex or time-consuming engineering projects on a fee or hourly basis.) 
Your account manager and platform engineer work with you to prepare the custom engineering 
project scope, deliverables and cost estimate. Our engineering services deal with the following:

Engineering Services

Operating Systems
Default installation of any current Windows, Linux, BSD, or 
Solaris operating system on standard hardware for basic 
initial configuration and updates

Customized operating system installation and 
configuration, including system configuration and 
system preparation

Development of custom drivers, scripts and processes to 
optimize the hardware to work with your software

Configuration
Consultation to determine the feasibility and configuration/
installation of your image and any possible third-party 
software such as SQL Server, Apache, BIND, etc. 

Creation of a Bill of Materials as well as updates 
and maintenance

Hardware RAID array configuration

Firmware flashing and standardization of RAID cards, IPMI 
and hard disks, where applicable

BIOS configuration, including creation of custom BIOS 
with customer-provided settings as defaults, customer-
provided splash screens, and any specified DMI 
string programming

Scripting, such as Bash, Perl, DOS, Power Shell, etc.

Remote access to review your system configuration,
both during initial system setup and periodic
system updates (excludes production systems)

Research & Testing
Security audit of your image to identify any vulnerabilities 
that could put your software at risk of being manipulated 
or exploited

Power and thermal profiling of the platform with data 
provided to the customer

Research on any topic relating to the platform (commonly 
including hardware compatibility, platform MTBF and 
failure analysis) with formal response write-ups 

Software image security audits to identify vulnerabilities 
leading to potential risks 

Platform analysis to provide power and thermal profile data

New product introduction (NPI) qualification beyond 
standard testing, including thermal analysis, power 
consumption by usage state, component operational 
functionality, and software specific platform testing

Performance analysis, such as the benchmarking 
of processors, hard disk subsystems and 
networking subsystems

Drop, HALT, elevated ambient operation, rotational 
vibration, and noise emission testing

Custom testing requests on all systems during production 



Actions Speak Louder

MBX engineering services continuously evolve and often originate from 
customer requests. If you require engineering projects beyond the core services MBX offers, we 
can either provide the service or recommend an alternative option or resource. 

Imaging
Imaging, or ‘cloning’, of the appliance software including 
converting and/or repackaging the source image for 
deployment over the MBX network (excluding PXE 
environments and/or additional hardware specific to 
imaging a single customer’s machine)

Linux/DOS scripting for customer image deployment over 
the MBX internal network

Integration
Driver installation within the customer operating system (for 
Linux based systems, driver source code must be available)

Drivers for ‘FakeRAID’, kernel RAID or non-standard 
generic SATA controllers

Certifications beyond those included with the platform 
for regulatory, country- or industry-specific requirements, 
such as CE, FCC, WEEE, FIPS, and NEBS 

Linux driver compilation from Software/Hardware Interface 
Management (SHIM) packages

Creation of recovery media in CD/DVD/USB 
(thumbdrive) media

Simple hardware modification such as soldering, 
connectors, PDB modification and mechanical 
brackets and fasteners

Sample results achieved by MBX engineers when optimizing 
customers’ platform configurations:  

200% performance improvement in the storage subsystem of a network traffic analysis appliance, reducing the number of 
failure points and system cost

50% improvement in memory performance of an email security appliance by rightsizing the processor and correcting the 
memory population, which reduced the footprint, system cost and operating expense

60% reduction in failure rates of a content management appliance by reconfiguring with a new single RAID controller for 
efficiency and a solid state drive to remove latency issues for optimal performance 
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